
The RW-35A Road Widener is a self-propelled, towable, wheel mounted, compact shoulder 
paving machine capable of placing either aggregate or bituminous materials on existing 
paved surfaces.  The machine’s unique towable capability adds to its value and versatility.

RW-35A

Material Placement Widths — Up to 4’ (1.2 m).

Electric Slope Adjustment.

Performance Balanced — General purpose utility, 
maneuverability & power to weight ratio optimize 
production.

Engine — 35 hp (26 kW) Kubota Diesel for efficient, 
reliable power.

Speed Control — Joystick forward and reverse.

Direct Hydrostatic Traction Drive.

Locking Wheel Hubs — Ease of towing.

No Trailer Required — Towable to work site.

Fold-Away Operator‘s Seat and Strike Off.

Static Weight of 7,000 lb (3,175 kg)

Compact Design — Low Profile for better visibility.

3 Ton Hopper Capacity with Vibration.

Conveyor System — 14.5” (369 mm) wide, heat resistant, 
triple-ply positive drive belt.

Rugged Frame Design — Heavy duty steel construction 
provides stability.

Adjustable Hydraulic Front Lip.

Removable Tow Hitch with On-Board Storage.

High Value, Affordable Investment.

Adjustable Push-Rollers.

Standard Light Package — Includes turn signals, brake 
lights, tail lights, and safety beacon.

Optional Umbrella.

Designed with the Paving Professional in Mind®

KEY FEATURES
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STANDARD FEATURES – RW-35A
TRACTOR

OPERATOR STATION

CONTROLS

Engine:  Kubota Tier 4i, 4 cylinder, liquid cooled, diesel, 
model V1505-E3B, 91 cu. in. (1.5 L) displacement, 35 hp (26 
kW) @ 3000 rpm.

Engine throttle is joystick adjustable, up and down.

Fuel System:  15.5 
gal.  (59 L) fuel 
tank with replace-
able fuel filter.

Hydraulic System: 
24 gal. (91 L) 
reservoir capacity. 

Electrical System:  
12 volt negative 
ground with 40 
amp alternator.  
Wiring is color coded for easy servicing.

Operator’s Station:  Right side rear control station, 
equipped with a direction/speed control lever, steering 
wheel and switches controlling all machine functions.  
The operator’s station easily pivots 90° from its transport 
position to its operating position.

Control functions located 
on the operator’s console 
include emergency 
stop/parking brake,  
starter, throttle, front 
hopper lip position, 
strike-off angle, strike-off 
slope, conveyor, exten-
sion, rear machine raise, 
jack cylinder operation, 
horn.

TRACTION SYSTEM

Traction Drive:  Rear-wheel hydrostatic direct-drive system,  
single speed planetary motor located on each drive wheel. 
Speed selection is infinitely variable. 

Speed Range ......................0-300 fpm (3.5 mph) @ 2000 rpm 
Reverse ......................................................................... Full reverse 

Front Wheels:  Two 21x9x15 
press-on solid tires steer. 

Rear Wheels:  Two, 9-14.5LT 
pneumatic tires, provide 
maximum tractive effort.

BRAKES
Brakes:  Primary braking is accomplished through the 
dynamics of the hydrostatic traction drive. Application of 
the parking brake can be accomplished by actuating the 
emergency stop switch on the operator’s console.

OPERATOR’S VIEW
Operator’s View:  The operator has an unobstructed view 
of the material discharge, the strike off and the finished 
shoulder.  Electric slope actuator is displayed here.

CONTROLS

Push Rollers:  Two rollers 
are intended to maintain 
the correct distance 
between the dump truck 
and the road widener.                      



OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

HOPPER STRIKE-OFF
Hopper:  40 ft3  (1.1 m3)  struck capacity 
 • Truck Entry Width —  9’6”  (2.9 m) 
 • Truck Dump Clearance — 38”  (1 m) 

Power Adjustable Front Hopper Lip:  Hydraulically 
adjustable front hopper lip is infinitely adjustable in 
height from 38”  (1 m) to 43” (1.1 m), from ground 
level, to accommodate varying truck bed heights 
and reduce spillage during the dump cycle.

Strike-Off:  The 18” (457 mm) tall strike-off spreads material 
to a controlled width, depth and slope with minimum side 
draft.  Each machine is provided with an 18” (457 mm) fixed 
section and a hydraulically telescoping section, extending 
to 60“ (1,524 mm), yielding 48” (1,219 mm) maximum spread 
width.  Strike-off is raised and lowered by an electric actuator, 
and is extended and retracted hydraulically.  Outer edger plate 
assembly is included. The strike off is mechanically raised and 
lowered for material placement 6” (152 mm) below grade.

Towbar easily installs for towing 
and stows, on the machine, for 
working.

CONVEYOR
Conveyor:  14.5”  (369 mm) 
wide, triple-ply, heat 
resistant rubber belt with 
rubber cover, traveling on 
roller bearing support rollers 
and equipped with 
adjustable wipers to prevent 
material build-up. Drum type 
combination head/tail 
pulleys are equipped 
with serviceable lagging 
to minimize belt slippage.

 The conveyor discharges 
material from the right 
side of the machine only. 

Conveyor speed varies 
with engine speed up to a maximum of 107 sfpm 
(32.6 m/min).  A three-position switch on the console 
provides forward, stop, and momentary reverse of the 
conveyor belt.

TOW PACKAGE

Towing Lights:  The towing light package provides high 
visibility when towing. 

TOWING LIGHTS
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Operator’s Umbrella



SPECIFICATIONS

RW-35A

TM

Working Widths

Towing Length

Towing Width

Towing Height

Working Length

Working Width

Working Height

Hopper Capacity

Weight (standard machine) 

Electrical System 

Hydraulic System

Fuel Capacity

18” to 48“  (457 to 1,219 mm)

148.5”  (3,772 mm)

102”  (2,591 mm)

88.5“ (2,248 mm)

146.5”  (3,721 mm)

151“ to 177”  (3,835 to 4,496 mm)

82.5“ (2,096 mm)

3 t/2.7T (40 ft3/1.1 m3)

7,000 lb  (3,175 kg)

12 Volt, negative ground, 40 amp alternator 

24 gal  (91 L) reservoir capacity

15.5 gal (59 L)

Custom Options:  Consult factory.

LB Performance Paving Products  
500 Lincoln County Parkway Ext 

Lincolnton, NC  28092
Tel: 704.745.BLAW (2529)

Fax: 704.745.2530
www.lbperformancepaving.com 

LBP Paving Products makes continuous improvements in all of its 

products.  We reserve the right to change specifications without notice.  

Photos and illustrations may contain standard and optional equipment.

RW-35A, UC

May depict optional Equipment.
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